HERS TO LOSE

HERE'S WHY HILLARY CLINTON SHOULD WIN AND MAY NOT
1 STAY  Visitors to the temples and floating vegetable gardens of Lake Inle in Myanmar have a newly luxurious place to stay: After a thorough redesign, the Sanctum Inle hotel relaunched October 1 as a spa resort.

2 EAT  Breakfast in style at any of Consensio’s gorgeous chalets in the French Alps this season, with truffled oeufs en cocotte and other delicacies provided by 24-hour dining specialists Duck & Waffle.

3 WEAR  Omega evolves its Seamaster Planet Ocean range with its Deep Black model: ceramic, with GMT function and four choices of bezel color, it can withstand depths of up to 600 meters.

4 LISTEN  River’s Tone has added the Al-03-Au to its range of Japanese-engineered, small but powerful speakers. Sound quality is sharp enough to make the gold-plated exterior (almost) irrelevant.

5 SHOP  Mayaro, a new concept store in Paris’s seventh arrondissement, proudly defines itself as “unclassifiable,” selling artisan limited editions by day and running weekly suppers by night.

6 SEE  The intensely theatrical, provocative and always surprising Michael Clark brings his dance company to the Barbican in London for the first time since animal/vegetable/mineral in 2014.